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SAAVEDRA RESIDENCE 

CUSTOM SMART HOME 

In June of 2019 the Saavedra family decided to upgrade their 3500 SF home in 

Long Beach California. Digital Installers was referred by their Interior designer. 

During the design phase Digital Installers proposed recessing a 100” tv above a 

new fireplace which became the family’s favorite part of the remodel. Additionally 

the project included backyard entertainment, smart lighting, whole house audio, 

and an upgraded WiFi network. The entire project was completed in less than 1 

month’s time. 



100” RECESSED TV 

Before After 



The Saavedras spend a great deal of time entertaining friends in their outdoor living space. For optimum TV 

viewing a glare resistant 75” outdoor rated TV was installed next to the BBQ. To further combat glare the TV 

was installed underneath the roof overhang. To completely immerse the yard in sound a combination of 

speakers were installed both high on wall and low in landscaping. Finishing off the audio experience is a 12 

inch underground subwoofer. Guests praise this as the most comfortable and enjoyable backyard.  

BACKYARD ENTERTAINMENT 



Six zones of audio were installed throughout the house. The white round in-ceiling speakers do not stand 

out or draw attention, but blend in well with the ceilings. Each rooms’ sound is controllable independently by 

use of wall switch, touchscreen, or mobile app. The Saavedras regularly select Tidal HiFi streaming and TV 

audio as sources.  

Outdoor Audio Video

 

WHOLE HOUSE AUDIO 



 

SMART LIGHTING 

5 CONTROL OPTIONS 

WALL STATION 

TABLET & VOICE SMART PHONE 

WALL SWITCH 

For ultimate convenience a variety of wall switches, keypads, and dimmers were installed to control 18 sep-

arate lighting loads. In addition to lighting, wall keypads also control fireplaces, thermostats, speakers, TVs, 

and alarm system. With one touch the customer can trigger a number of preset scenes such as: 

“Goodnight Scene” 
 

1) All lights off   

2) All TVs off   

3) All speakers off   

4) Lock exterior doors   

“Sunset Scene” 

 

1) Outdoor lights on 

2) Living room lights on 

3) Kitchen lights on 

4) 90’s rock on in kitchen 

“Good Morning Scene” 
 

1) Outdoor lights off 

2) Weather channel bathroom TV 

3) Coffee maker on 


